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1 - Drakkena Pridewalker

Name: Drakkena
Nickname: Drak
Species: Zoanthrope/Zaskna (Her Cat Person Race)
Age: 31
Weakness/Default: Temporary Insanity
Gender: Female
Height: 6ft 5in
Weight: 185lbs.
Hair Color: Black/White
Skin Color: When in Human it's a light tanish almost Asian.
Eye Color: Golden
Class: Hacker/Assassin

Appearance:
Human Form- In her human form Drakkena is your average, slightly muscular female. She stands at a
full height of 6'5” the reason for this is probably because of the TROV gene flowing through her veins.
Her skin has grown a permanent tan due to the ten (10) years she spends locked inside of a laboratory.
Drakkena has an average sized bust/chest region, her legs and arms are slightly muscular due to her
excessive training habits. Her eyes are generally a bright and vivid gold, but during her periods of
insanity (As they are called) they will turn to a deep crimson red.

Regular Beast Form (Tigress Form): In her regular beast form Drakkena is an anthro based tigress. She
has silky, smooth pure white fur with crystal blue stripes; she takes pride (In this form) in keeping her fur
silky and shiny, and thus is usually always seen cleaning it or other things. The small paw pads she has
on her hands are a light Tan in color; each claw is about four (4) inches long and is an ivory color. They
are delicate, slender and extremely sharp. Her claws can slash through steel, if given enough force and
momentum. This form is known to have certain points where it goes temporarily insane (this is the same
as in her human form, her period of insanity). Her eyes are typically a nice golden color (Same as in her
human form); during the periods of insanity her eyes will be a piercing blood red in color. In this form
Drakkena has a humanish face, with a few tiger like features. She has a crown of Peafowl Feathers
(Male tail feathers) that sprout out from just above the eyebrow and extend to be about one and a half (1
½) long, they continue to grow as she gets older, about and inch and a half (1 ½) each month, this will
continue until she reaches the age of 50 where she will have a full feathered crown with several smaller
blue feathers that start from the base of the larger ones. On the end of her tail is also a tuft (This tuft
covers the entire end of the tail) of feathers, mixing in the colors of a peafowl's usual feathers, a mixture
of blues, greens and purples all form in a nice mixture to make her tail stand out at times. The tail in
general is about seven (7) foot in length and has been proven to grow about a half inch per year, this will
also continue to the age of 50.

Hyper Beast Form (Shadow) - This is the form feared by many, known only as Shadow. This `creature'
was given the title `Bloody Death' for a good reason. Shadow is almost like a second personality in
Drakkena's mind. A large, draconic being completely jet black in color. Her size compared to a human
being is tremendous; at about fifteen (15) foot tall she is almost three (3) times larger than the average
human. Even when she is slouched over she makes a human look small. Generally she is in a raptor like
stance, long slender tail out stretched behind her. This beast is a mixture of creatures put into one if you
get a close look at it, with a face almost like a wolves just with draconic features, this includes a wide
array of spines, an extended muzzle and longer sharper fangs. Her body is raptor like with large
draconic wings. Jet black scales covered with a soft layer of silky black fur make Shadow look more like
a wolf than a dragon. A Long crocodilian like muzzle totes a row of long jagged fangs, each one
measuring about four (4) inches in length. On each side of her jaw is a long eighteen (18) inch ivory
tusk, towards the end of each one it splits off into two long slender pieces. Along her back is a huge
layer of Crimson Red spines, it's hard to tell if she has any scales where the spines are since they are so
thickly layered, for every one spine there are about five (5) more around it, this unique addition to her
body starts from the middle of her forehead (Short spines) down the entire middle of her back along her
spine (This goes from Short to Large towards the middle of her back then it will gradually shorten down)
and down to the very tip of her tail (this will be medium length spines until the tip of the tail). Her tail
measures twenty (20) feet in length, at the very tip of the tail it sprouts out into a large ball of spines,
each spine ranges from a foot and a half (1 ½) to almost five (5) feet in length, this includes some of the
middle back spines she has. Each one of Shadow's claws (The ones only on her hands) are roughly a
foot long, the claws on her feet are almost raptor like in structure, perfect for ripping and tearing at flesh.
Unlike her regular beast form (Tigress) this form is completely insane and is considered to be a danger
to anyone and everyone around it, extremely violent and extremely vicious. Approach with caution if
seen.

Description/Bio:
For ten (10) years Drakkena lived a long torturous life within a laboratory. Life within the lab seemed
easy, after all she was only fourteen (14) when she was first brought there. For the first five (5) years the
young teen was allowed to roam free, wandering throughout the facilities and labs without any care, after
all the man in control was kind, or so she thought. Throughout the first five (5) years of staying in the
laboratory Drakkena was given two (2) shots daily, to her they were just simple medical shots to
maintain her health. Eventually she grew to hate the shots, around the age of sixteen (16) she hated the
shots completely and didn't want anymore. This caused the scientist to create special chains, chains that
drained her energy and caused her to pass out. After another three (3) years of this Drakkena finally
grew to withstand the chains power, and eventually she manage to break free. More powerful chains
were then made but each time the maddened teen broke out, a bad side effect of the chains caused
temporary periods of insanity and during these periods she had to be tackled down to the floor and
literally thrown into a cage. Because of these temporary outbreaks Drakkena was dubbed and extreme
hazard to everyone and she had indeed killed several of the scientist's assistants over several months.
With each killing came a new cage, this was because Drakkena had destroyed the case she was in, with
each new cage came more improvements and stronger security systems. Throughout another five (5)
years Drakkena was given five (5) shots of the TROV gene daily and throughout the day she was put to
the test, trained in the art of stealth and assassination for endless hours in a heavy iron suit, this suit was
designed especially for her since after all Drakkena has an extremely bad reaction to Iron, it burns her
skin and can literally kill her, but yet she proved tolerable to this, each day ending with her body badly
scorched and burnt and with the teen near death. Being slammed into her cell never helped her body
either, healing the burn wounds took a lot of time and normally her training would just reopen
semi-healed wounds and remake old wounds. Throughout the duration of her stay Drakkena grew more
and more insane and throughout those ten (10) years she murdered over two hundred (200) people,
mutilating almost half to the point of where you couldn't see it was human anymore. One of these
murders included mutilating the scientists adopted daughter. Gaining more and more power each day
Drakkena finally broke free, blowing up the laboratory and everyone within. But yet the scientist had
lived, and Drakkena was only twenty-four (24) when she broke free, for almost two (2) long years she
lived alone, scared of all humans. She roamed through the streets of a nearby town, and was soon
caught by a group of thugs, they tormented her for what seemed like hours (with metallic poles, iron bars
and they were just basically torturing her) before finally beating her to the brink of death. Each wound on
her body left a light trail of blood as she slowly got back up to her feet, even after a strong beating she
still managed to get to her feet, not wanting to go down in such a strange area the young woman walked
back to the old ruins of the laboratory which was almost four (4) miles away from the town, this was
where she finally collapsed in a heap in a pool of her own blood. Drakkena was near death, starving and
basically she would have died if not for a young man, and he found her while wandering the ruins and
helped her to get up to her feet. Although she was nothing but a limp figure filled with dead weight the
man wanted to help her for he felt she could live if he took her to a close friend of his. Introducing the
young woman to his friend Drakkena wasn't extremely trusting to the two at the very beginning, the
mans friend took her in hopes of slowly bringing her out of her untrusting ways. And slowly, over the
years Drakkena grew less and less wary of her new friends and eventually grew a bond, a strong bond,
this is when she started training herself in the ways of a hacker. After all she wanted to rid the world of
the scientist's files and keep him from doing more horrible things to others like her. Although she was still
prone to her temporary periods of insanity. The older she got the more frequent these insanity periods
were as well as the longer they were. These bursts of insanity made Drakkena feared as well as wanted,
wanted for the countless murders of many innocent people. The man who had taken her slowly started

to work with her, trying to help her with this insanity problem. And sure enough within a year Drakkena
had learned how to control her insane moments. Now she is almost normal, with the rare insane
moment she feels safer more than now than ever. Now Drakkena's files are hidden away in the
scientist's computer file hard drive, and also in the form of small journal entries. She wanted her past
hidden, and she got her wish when she deleted the scientist computer hard drive after a clever hacking
job, but the journal entries are still out there.

2 - Fangs McGraw

By: Jennifer Crenshaw
Fangs is Property of Jennifer Crenshaw, copying or claiming him as your own creation is not allowed.

Name: Fangs McGraw
Nickname(s): Fangs, Fang, and “Perfect Killer”
Species: Coralisk Naga (Flying)

Weakness: Fangs doesn't have any known weakness, he is known as the Perfect Killer able to take
down most of the targets that he runs into. Note the most.
Gender: Male
Height: Fangs stands at about 8'5 when he isn't slouched over. When slouched over he would be about
7'2.
Length: His serpent body measures about 25' in length. His tail ends in a large 10 button rattle.
Age: 25
Weight: Unknown
Hair Color: A darkish brown/gold
Skin Color: His skin coloring in an emerald in color, with flecks of orange.
Eye Color: Bluish Red
Classed As: Warrior/Fighter

Appearance: Fangs is your average sized Coralisk Naga; he's a Flyer with four wings, the average
amount for his species. His over all appearance is rugged, scruffy and more along the lines of a warrior
in many ways, since that was what he was classed as at the age of 18. His rare body color is something
that's special about him, most Flyers' are darker colors rather than the bright and vivid ones like Fangs
body, and his bright and vivid green body makes him an interesting character. On the top of his upper
jaw along the brim of his nose are five(5) boney plates, they cover the top of his upper jaw and down
about 2 inches on each side of the mouth. His eyes have this baggy look to them, like he hasn't had a
decent nights sleep, even though he is perfectly fine. Now his fins, a little bit of a rare feature amongst
the Flyer's are rather unique, since the frills (The pieces that the membranes connect to) are made of
solid bone, some think they aren't real bone but upon examination they were discovered as real bone.
The boney frills are connected into Fangs skull, they don't seem to cause him much pain but it seems to
cause him some irritation, due to the fact that he is always scratching around them.

Fangs wings are massive in size, well massive for the Flyers anyway. He needs the extra bulk to pick
him up off the ground when he needs to fly. Unlike other Flyers who have a third set of wings for when
their second set (The set that will be a few inches below the ones placed on their shoulders) is placed to
close to their first set, Fangs was born with a defect if you should say. He was born without the third set
of wings that he should have had, and because of this his wings had to grow a lot larger in order to be
capable of lifting his body up into the air. Fangs' hair starts from about 3 inches behind the base of his
fins, and goes down to about mid back, generally he has it in a tight ponytail to help keep it out of the
way instead of having it flying all over the place around him, for when he's flying. Other features on him
include the line of spines that run from the base of his jaw (The back of it) down to his upper chest, his
signature *tattoo on his arm, his extremely long next (which isn't common with most Coralisks) and the
scar on the back of his lip line.

Description/History: Fangs, “Perfect Killer”, what ever you want to call him, a true warrior at heart. Even
with his birth defect Fangs still gets around with what little he has, although he cannot get up into flight
as fast as a normal Flyer or fly as high as them he still makes due with his wings. Known for his endless
killing sprees, and known for being a top warrior in a secret organization Fangs tends to keep to himself.
He's basically a mercenary, doing whatever job he can for money, that or if he really wants to get
involved he will just go ahead. Fangs wants to keep his kill rate up, currently have 1170 kills he intends
to keep it going up, be it by battling others or by just senselessly killing. Short tempered, arrogant and
cocky Fangs tends to talk in his native Coralisk tongue (Which is a mixture of clicks, hisses and grunts)
since he doesn't fluently speak English, he has a sort of Australian Accent to his voice. Though his
appearance gives him this rugged, evil look Fangs can be a true sweetheart at times and his voice really
makes up for his appearance, with this whimsical sound to it, nothing like you would think from a warrior.

Weapons of Choice: Generally Fangs will use a Buster Sword or any large blade, since he loves going
into total OVERKILL when it comes to battles. Although he always carries his 20' whip and Bone Talon
Dagger, they are rarely used by him.

Clothing: Fangs Typical clothing ranges from fish net shirts, to typical everyday shirts. Always a loin cloth
type thing on the bottom.

Abilities: Fangs wings hinter his flight, he cannot fly for long periods without getting exhausted, but flight
seems to be his only ability besides skill in weapons.

* Signature Tattoo: The Tattoo seen on Fangs Left (Our Right) shoulder is a mark on ALL Coralisk
Nagas. This Tattoo is a living thing, which is constantly changing its form to fit the kills of the bearer.
Since Fangs has 1170 kills the tattoo formed into the number 1170, if he were to kill another person it
would change to be 1171, if he were to kill 10 more things it would move up to 1180, so you see how it
works.

3 - Shadow Dragoness

By: Jennifer Crenshaw
Shadow is Property of Jennifer Crenshaw, copying or claiming him as your own creation is not allowed.

Name: Shadow Dragoness
Nickname(s): Shadow
Species: Darkness Dragon/Evolution Dragon
Sin based after: LUST!

Weakness: She has no weakness, although she gets the shoot beat out of her 90% of the time.
Gender: Female
Height: 8'7
Length: In Dragon form she is about 19' long to her rump; her tail adds another 9'
Age: 18
Weight: Unknown (Because I am to lazy to calculate XD)
Hair Color: Red
Skin Color: Black Scales with a purple underbelly, her wing membranes are a darker red.
Eye Color: Blood Red
Classed As: Whatever the hell she wants to be.

Appearance: Shadow has gone through many changes before she has been `finalized' finally. You see
she is constantly evolving to suit me as I age, and constantly changing. What she looks like now may
change in years to come. Shadow is your normal Black Dragon, four muscular legs, two muscular wings,
and long tail, the usual on a beastie such as her. Shadow is a dark charcoal black you could say, she
has a blue berry (purple) underbelly, and has the tattoos around her eyes and by her tusks. These
tattoos are just little fashion marks, although she had more in her earlier years. Her horns curl back
along the top of her neck before curving down; the tips usually hang out about 4 inches past the base of
her neck. Her tusks have evolved into smaller, less deadly decorations; made of ivory and some weird
material only found on her. Her ears are usually located right below her horns, forming to the bottom of
the horns; when they move they tend to pop out like an elephants ears. Now her wings are strange in
her case, she can fly but her wings tend to look to small for her body. Each wing is very muscular, and
spans out about 12' when fully stretched out containing four fingers and two thumbs. The mane Shadow
has is constantly sticking up (tons of hair spray guys LMAO), in a Moe hock type of style, it falls down
along both sides of her neck and continues down her entire back and fluffs out at about two feet before
the end of her tail. On each one of her feet she has a 9' raptor claw; this trait has never left her yet but
might in later years.

Description/History: Shadow, she just recently developed the last name Dragoness (HAH so original
XP). Evolving from just a simple black dragon up to an Egyptian crocodilian dragon and up into a cyborg
at one point. Shadow has been around for almost 5 years now, and in almost each year she has
changed into something much different from what she already was. And sometimes she has changed
more than once in a year. You see Shadow is a figment of Drakkena (Drakkena's evil form as described
in Drakkena's profile), although now she's more placid and doesn't go out on her `insane' sprees and
killing sprees. You see Shadow has turned over a new leaf, after being banished out of Drakkena's body
in…. 2004, she's this giddy hyper @$$ thing that runs around constantly torturing her friends. Although
she is still easy to anger and will send some very angry vibes in someone's direction if they make her
pissed off. But these days you can just see Shadow lazing around in the sun, being her typical self.
Although she's still a big @$$ dog at heart.

Weapons of Choice: Her claws, fangs, tail, swords and whatever she can get a hold of.

Clothing: Clothes? Like hell if she wears anything. She runs around in her birthday suit baby!

Abilities: Being a BIG dog at times, annoying people to death, and just being there.

4 - Aliana Dragoness (Valentine)

By: Jennifer Crenshaw
Aliana is Property of Jennifer Crenshaw, copying or claiming him as your own creation is not allowed.

Name: Aliana Dragoness
Nickname(s): Ali
Species: Dragon/Human Hybrid

Weakness: She can easily be manipulated by others, although she rarely listens if she is controlled she
will do almost anything. Including kill her own parents.
Gender: Female
Height: About 5'7
Length: Her tail is about 9' long
Age: Currently 27 (She's aged a lot in only 2 years)
Weight: 195lbs.
Hair Color: Silver
Skin Color: Typical human color with black scales
Eye Color: Mako
Classed As: Fighter

Appearance: Aliana is the daughter of Jen (Shadow) and Sephiroth. She has butt length silver hair. Her

wings were tattered up when she was younger, although they are tattered she can still fly, be it
somewhat less than perfect. Inheriting traits from her mothers dragon side Aliana has black scale
patterns over her body, her hands being draconic claws and her feet still remaining human like. She has
her long draconic tail with the lovely mako colored frill that runs down the entire length, just like her
mothers tail it fluffs out towards the last two foot. Aliana has a slightly large bust (XD lol), although it's not
too large at least not for her. Usually she has her main central horn; and the two lower horns that grow
down from under her ears. Her ears are almost elf like, pointing out rather than rounded like typical
human ears. Aliana's wings have grown from being tattered and torn to being slightly mended (She still
has tears in them but I am to lazy to show them XD), they are large enough to pick her up off the ground
yet she cannot keep herself balanced for long due to their tears. Her wings are slightly muscled, with
three fingers and one thumb.

Description/History: During her earlier years Aliana had no idea of what she was. She was constantly
thinking of what she could be, in her mind she was human but when she found out about her draconic
parts and that made her upset. After years of thinking she was human she had not idea of what she was,
this brought pain to her mind and she slowly slipped away into a darkened state. Not speaking to
anyone, not eating anything for days on end, and not even drinking anything during this time. Aliana was
soon forced to eat things by Professor Hojo, he had to constantly force her until she just finally gave in
and allowed herself to eat. Although after living a few years with Hojo; Jen finally came in and saved the
girl. Taking her back where she belonged. Now Aliana is happily married to Vincent Valentine, and has
herself a Son (Though it's not Vince's) and a Daughter.

Weapons of Choice: Swords, and her draconic form.

Clothing: Typically Aliana wears less flashy clothing and more modern clothes. Although there are days
when she does like to dress up in those skimpy, screaming `I'm a slut' things (XD)

Abilities: Transformation, energy control, extreme strength, sword mastery.

5 - Airim Shinra (Old Version)

By: Jennifer Crenshaw
Airim is Property of Jennifer Crenshaw, copying or claiming him as your own creation is not allowed.

Name: Airim Shinra (Old Version)
Nickname(s): Airim, no others
Species: Human/Dragon/Wolf Hybrid

Weakness: Easily manipulated by people.
Gender: Male
Sexual Preference: Males
Mother: Jen
Father: Rufus Shinra
Family:
Callista - Half Sister
Aliana - Half Sister
Sephiroth - Step Father
Best Friend/Lover (XP): Calan (Wong?)
Height: About 5'7
Age: 18

Weight: 195lbs.
Hair Color: Brown with Blonde Highlights
Skin Color: Tanned Slightly
Eye Color: Green
Classed As: Punker/Feral Fighter

Appearance:
Human Form - Airim's human form is based off his father, somewhat. He has brown hair with blonde
highlights, getting the brown from his mother and the blonde from his father's side. His hair usually isn't
slicked back; he tends to like it saggy and bangy really. Typically his eyes are a nice shade of emerald
green, when not in a bright light source then they look more a long the lines of a softer, much more
pastel green. A key feature would be the eastern dragon tattoo that appears on his right arm (Our Left).

Werewolf/Wolf Form- In his wolf appearance Airim takes the form of a large black wolf just with several
added features. On his nose is a small horn, which on the sides of his nose is a pair of draconic
whiskers. Down the middle of his back are two long rows of blue spikey fur, more along the color of a
softer Royal Blue if you get a closer look at them. His eyes change colors from their placid emerald
green to a crimson red while in this form. Towards the end of his tail, about the final foot of it, is a long
poof of Red fur. His markings include
Purple Markings from his elbows down on his paws.
Purple markings around both eyes, and a purple jaw.
Purple markings on the top of his ears.
His tail has 2 Purple markings, one starting about a ½ after his tail base and the last right before the last
foot of his tail.
He has Saber Fangs
Red tufts of fur on the backs of each elbow, and on the tops of each ear.
Typically has Spines coming from the fronts of both frontal legs.
Has his Eastern Dragon Tattoo even in this form

Description/History: Airim was what you could say, as a mishap child. He wasn't really expected to begin
with. Although apparently Jen had a little bit of a love affair besides Sephiroth's back at that time, which
in truth she wasn't herself to begin with. Calan had grown up knowing mostly about things, he later got
confused when his Father when against Jen and her friends, slowly he was corrupted by his father's
words and soon joined forces with him. Due to his weakness, being easily persuaded to the opposite
side, Airim was slowly corrupted by his father. Making him more of an evil force than ever. Though he
wasn't a dragon; or a full one anyway, like his Mother, Airim's wolf form was still a force to be reckoned
with. Although through the many battles the two sides had each side could never fully bring defeat to the
opposite side. Until the one day when Airim and his father had both been killed, which left most of Jen's
part in a fit of guilt and despair. Out of most really it was Jen who was crushed most by Airim's
unwanted; and un-needed death, even though she rarely showed it.

Although he died, Calan would be later brought back to life by an unknown source. Could it be his; dead
farther or could it be a completely different force.

Weapons of Choice: His fists and Wolf Form.

Clothing: Typically Calan wears the punker styled clothing, usually he ends up with a fishnet type shirt
under a leather styled jacket, the usual chains and spiked items can also be found on his attire. And
anything to do with wolves really, since he considers it to suit his personality.

Abilities: He's more like a street fighter, not having too many special abilities in a normal human form.
Mostly just enhanced strength and senses. Other than that you could consider him a normal human
being.

6 - WoW Shadow Form

By: Jennifer Crenshaw
Shadow is © To Jennifer Crenshaw 2000-2006
WoW base for Shadow is © To Blizzard Entertainment

Name: Shadow
Gender: Female
Species: Dragon kin

Age: Unknown
Based off: Black Dragon

Shadow is a black dragon that has reach immense proportions. She isn't the biggest of the black
dragons for sure but she is a large one amongst the groups. People have told tales of the mighty dragon
once helping the `lesser' races of the planet, but something has happened to corrupt her. The dragon's
powers are now being used for evil purposes rather than good. Shadow's once gold eyes are now hazed
over with a blood red glow, and swirl with madness in them. Some think that her madness was caused
by an unnatural event; others think her corruption came from fellow black dragons. Though no one
knows for sure why the once majestic dragon turned against the humans.

Tales of Shadows corrupted breath have spread throughout the lands; anything that comes in touch with
it has been destroyed or poisoned. Those who lived an encounter with the black dragoness have
explained about their fallen troops
“If her breath doesn't kill you then her claws surely will.”

A master of Shadow magic many say, Shadow can shoot out several bolts of darkness to stun her
opponents. Tales state that her roar could knock you down, it was so loud at times that the dragon
herself would get stunned by it; or so many have said. Those who have lived the black dragon's attacks
were soon hunted down by her minions of darkness, turning up dead within a few weeks to a month at
most.

Some think that the dragon has a massive connection to Nefarian and his sister Onyxia, but that has yet
to be determined. For now the dragon lives constantly in the shadow's, attacking the wayward
adventuring who happen upon her lair.
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